What is spidernext?
sspidernext is a platform of
cyber defence in Virtual SOC
format, based on the web that
allows you to centrally monitor
and manage the security of
your organization in real time.
It is the only SOC (Security

Operations Centre), on the
market that integrates the
ability to identify a possible
cyberattack before it occurs,
retrieve intelligence information
and detect attacks to the
reputation of an organization.

Characteristics
Intuitive platform

Real-time monitoring
of hundreds of
information sources

Personalized
notifications sending

Automatic reports

Information grouping
by needs (Security,
Intelligence and
Reputation)

Non-intrusive
(without installing
anything)

spidernext analyses network information in order
to maintain the security, maintain the reputation
and obtain intelligence data.

VSOC spidernext: Integration
and modularity
spidernext allows bidirectional
integration, this means that
you can easily integrate
other security products and
solutions and it also allows easy
integration of spidernext into
other solutions.The spidernext
solution is fully modular, it

adapts to the specific needs
of the organization, from
small organizations to large
corporations. You can hire
only the modules you need
according to the current needs
of your organization.

VSOC Modules
Monitoring the security
of systems and assets

Alerts from Firewalls,
electronics and
network devices

Data Loss Prevention
(DPL) monitoring

Antimalware / EPPs /
EDRs tool alerts

Monitoring attacks
against reputation and
public image

Endpoint security
posture monitoring
and hardening

Intelligence
information monitoring

Integration with SIEMs
and other tools

Vulnerability
monitoring and
analysis

Phishing simulation
campaign

Functions
Keep your security
thanks to the
prevention and the early
advanced detection of
the possible threatens.
Anticipate a cyberattack
avoids future issues, just
as improve the reaction
and make difficult the
assets loss.

Solve future
problematic situations
and design business
strategies, thanks to the
intelligence information
analysis that is obtained
through the platform.

Preserve your public
image and real
recognition, detect
information or data
that can damage the
general perception of
your person, company
or entity.
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